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Nurses & Healthcare Workers to Unveil Giant
24-Foot Inflatable Rocket Raising Alarm About
Skyrocketing Executive Pay at Providence
Tax documents reveal Providence CEO’s compensation ballooned 157% to an astronomical $10.5
million, and total compensation for the 15 highest-paid execs soared to over $41 million in 2017
WHAT: Nurses and caregivers unveil giant 24-foot inflatable rocket raising alarm about
skyrocketing executive pay at Providence
WHEN & WHERE:
Wednesday, Jan. 9- Swedish Hospital First Hill, Madison St. & Broadway
Rocket will be visible 5:30 AM – 5:30 PM, caregivers will be leafleting 12:30 – 1:30 PM
Thursday, Jan. 10- Providence Regional Medical Center Everett, 13th St. & Oakes Ave., Everett
Rocket will be visible 5:30 AM – 5:30 PM, caregivers will be leafleting 3 – 5 PM
The revelation of inflated executive payouts comes as management is pushing hundreds of staffing cuts at
Providence’s Swedish Medical Center, and caregivers are expressing increasing alarm about the safety and quality of
patient care. Also at Swedish, social workers and counselors voted to form a union over two years ago, but
executives have refused to listen to their concerns about overwhelming caseloads and unfair wages, and balked at
negotiating a just contract.
At Providence Hospice and Homecare of Snohomish County, 230 nurses, chaplains, social workers and other
caregivers have been struggling with similar concerns around patient loads, turnover and unfair wages, and
management has also refused to negotiate a just contract. At both employers, Providence has broken federal labor
laws by violating caregivers’ union rights.
Healthcare workers say that the soaring executive compensation is yet another indication that Providence has
forsaken the original, founding core values of the Sisters of Providence and is now focused on profits at the expense
of patient care.
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The ballooning executive compensation package is especially disturbing considering that Providence is a Catholic
non-profit health system that receives millions of dollars in tax breaks from Washington taxpayers. Providence was
founded over 160 years ago by the Sisters of Providence, who came to the Northwest with a mission of providing
compassionate care for all. But now, Providence St. Joseph Health has become a corporate behemoth with nearly
1,000 facilities in seven states. In 2017, Providence had more than $23 billion in revenue, $11.3 billion in cash
reserves, and $780 million in profits.
The executive compensation page of Providence’s IRS form 990 can be seen below, and the full filing can be viewed
at ProvidenceHasLostItsWay.org.

Follow our social media for updates: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Youtube @ProvidenceHasLostItsWay
and Twitter @PSJHLostItsWay
###
Providence Has Lost Its Way is an effort to inform our patients and community by the caregivers of SEIU Healthcare 1199NW,
calling on executives to return to the Sisters of Providence’s original core values and agree to a fair contract. SEIU
Healthcare 1199NW represents over 30,000 healthcare workers throughout Washington State, including 9,000 employees
within the Providence Health system and 230 caregivers at Providence Hospice and Homecare of Snohomish County. SEIU
Healthcare 1199NW’s mission is to advocate for quality healthcare and good jobs for all Washingtonians.
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